We use soil aesthetic criteria.
We have a Soil Alphabet
Landscape
Hommage for Sylt
Soil physics meets soil classification
Hommage for Wim Duijnevelds „time depth“ curves
Hommage for Brent Clothier
Hommage for Walther de Maria's Earth room in New York
Soil Structure
Soil structure
Soil texture on metal
Structured soil at the beach (unknown art tourist)
Urban Soil I
Urban Soil II
Soil needs expressions
Pseudogleyic soil
Podsolic soil

- Podsolic soil
- Podsolic soils are poor
- Podsolic soils are poor but people like it

US Soil Taxonomy
- Histosol
- Vertisol
- Spodosol
- Andisol
- Nutisol
- Entisol
- Oxisol
- Mollisol

Podsolic soils are poor but people like it.

Gleyic soil
Soil Hydrology:

Preferential flow paths 1
Soil Hydrology:

Preferential flow paths 2
Groundwater lowering leads to mineralization
Vulcanic Ash
Just pigments
Soil sealings avoids plant production
Coastal signs (unknown tourists and artists)
Exercises and experiences with students

.....collecting urban soil and findings on canvas
Carot soil finger print (exercise with students)
Hardy Buhl and TU-Berlin Soil Artists,
*Soil Profile Torte*, Rieselfelder, Berlin-Buch, 2006
Urban soil pictures – work with students
Soil indicates life (sculptures by students)
A virtuell soil and art park by Andreas Vetter: listening soil music